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SECTION A: BASIC INFORMATION 

 

The Programme title North Kigezi & Kinkiizi Dioceses Water and 

Sanitation Programme (NKKD WATSAN)  

The Programme mission 

The improvement of health, alleviation of 

poverty and promotion of social and 

economic development in Rukungiri and 

Kanungu Districts of Southwest Uganda 

through integrated, comprehensive and 

sustainable initiatives focused on the 

improvement of water supplies, sanitation 

facilities, and safe hygiene practices. 

The supporting partner(s) Programme 

Reference number (if applicable) 

- Tearfund UK 
- Global Partners for Development 
- Sheila Houghton and Hafen Cafe 
- WATSAN UK - Support Group 

Implementing Partner contact person 

details:  

 

Name Revd Canon Baingana Eric Mugyenzi 

Role (job title) Project Coordinator/Director 

Address NKKD WATSAN, North Kigezi Diocese,  

P.O. Box 23, Rukungiri – SW Uganda. 

Tel Tel (mobile) +256 789403202 

Fax None 

Email nkkdwatsan@gmail.com 

Website www.nkkdwatsan-uganda.com 

The name and role of the person 

approving the application for the 

implementing partner.  This person 

must be duly authorized.  

The Rt. Revd. Benon Magezi – Bishop of 

North Kigezi Diocese, P. O. Box 23, 

Rukungiri – Southwestern Uganda, 

UGANDA. 

northkigezianglicandiocese@gmail.com 

The start date of the Programme and 

period covered by the Report  

4th   Quarterly report:  

October- December, 2017 

The date of submission of the Report 5th January, 2018 

  

mailto:nkkdwatsan@gmail.com
http://www.nkkdwatsan-uganda.com/
mailto:northkigezianglicandiocese@gmail.com
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About NKKD WATSAN and Our Vision 

As part of the Church of Uganda’s mission to share God’s love in practical 

ways, the Anglican Dioceses of North Kigezi and Kinkiizi in Southwest Uganda 

manage an integrated Programme for facilitating access to safe water supplies 

and improved sanitation in a participatory way while encouraging healthy 

hygiene practices through education and training.  The NKKD WATSAN 

Programme is intended to help poor people in the rural areas of Rukungiri and 

Kanungu Districts and across the two Dioceses, irrespective of background, 

creed, or allegiance.   

 

The Programme mottos:  Water is life; Sanitation is dignity; life and dignity 

for all our people, clean water for all within reach of all. 

Values: 

NKKD WATSAN believes that accessible safe water, improved sanitation and 

hygiene education should be available to all, and seeks to embody the 

Christian values of compassion, fairness, integrity and trustworthiness.  We 

seek to work in partnership for the common good, and to lead by the example 

of Christ. 

 

Mission (Why we exist): NKKD WATSAN works in partnership with other 

stakeholders in the improvement of health, alleviation of poverty, and 

promotion of social and economic development in the Rukungiri and Kanungu 

districts of South West Uganda, through integrated, comprehensive and 

sustainable initiatives, focused on the improvement of water supplies, 

sanitation facilities and safe hygiene practices. 

 

Vision (Our inspiration): NKKD WATSAN strives to transform the poorest 

communities through the accessible provision of safe water, improved 

sanitation and hygiene education, setting the highest standards in 

transparency, sustainability and working in partnership. 

 

NKKD WATSAN Programme, originally founded in 1986 in partnership with 

Water Aid, and independent since 2000, has worked with partners in Local 

Government and other NGOs to help many thousands of people gain access to 

improved domestic water sources through the construction of 12 piped gravity 

flow water schemes, protection of over 3000 springs, and installation of many 

rainwater harvesting systems.  All NKKD WATSAN projects are comprehensive 

in nature, incorporating sanitation improvement Programmes (including VIP 

and Ecosan Latrines) and hygiene education as well as capacity-building 

initiatives to encourage sustainability.   
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Our Vision is for all people of our service area to live healthy and productive 

lives and have sustainable access to adequate safe water supplies and improved 

sanitation.   

 

NKKD WATSAN is composed of an experienced and dedicated team of both 

hardware (design and construction work) and software (hygiene/sanitation 

education and capacity-building) teams.  The NKKD WATSAN Programme is 

directed by The Rev. Baingana Eric Mugyenzi and assisted by a Water Engineer 

working on a part-time basis, a Health, Hygiene and Sanitation Coordinator, a 

Financial Officer, a Public Health Promoter, a Project Secretary, a Driver (who 

also assists with sanitation promotion), and a part-time Social Worker that 

assists with software.   

 

A team of masons/artisans/Fundis work on contract terms during times of 

construction, which is undertaken in collaboration with local rural 

communities and water sector officials of the District Local Governments in the 

Districts of Rukungiri and Kanungu. WATSAN’s work supplements the efforts of 

the government in service delivery coordinated under a Memoranda of 

Understanding (MoU) between the two Dioceses of North Kigezi and Kinkiizi, the 

two Districts and NKKD WATSAN that was signed in 2010. 

 

NKKD WATSAN is supported by a combination of funding from grants, 

individual contributions, partnerships, and a dedicated support organization in 

the United Kingdom, the WATSAN Uganda UK Support Group.  Our current 

partners include Tearfund, Global Partners for Development (US), and The 

Anglican Diocese of Armidale (Australia).  Local District Governments are 

expected to contribute a minimum of 5% of WATSAN project costs in kind 

under the terms of the MoU.  
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SECTION B:  SITUATION REPORT – OVERVIEW 

 

During this quarterly 4th Quarterly period: October - December, 2017 NKKD 

WATSAN Programme concentrated on a number of activities including the 

following:    

There was re-construction of a low yield spring at Kinkiizi High School to 

completion.  This intended to provide safe and clean water to the school and its 

immediate surrounding community. In addition, the spring’s associated 

software activities such as improvement of hygiene and sanitation in the school 

and in the community were carried out. 

 

Connection of National Water and Sewerage Corporation (NWSC) Water supply 

to an existing 30m3 Ferro-cement Rain water harvesting tank at Kinkiizi High 

School was done.   This would help to store water so that the school could still 

be availed with water at time when there would be no rainfall and no NWSC 

water is flowing.  

 

Project Sustainability activities were carried out during on a number of 

WATSAN Projects both in Rukungiri and Kanungu districts.   

The Projects visited in Rukungiri included:  Karinoni GFS, Kahama GFS, 

Nyarushanje GFS, Karerema GFS, Ruhega Spring, etc.   

In Kanungu those visited included:  Kifunjo WASH project, Nyambizi GFS, 

Kiringa GFS, Burema and Katebere Rain water and harvesting and Sanitation 

improvement projects, to mention but a few.  While some of these projects were 

found performing relatively well, others need WATSAN’s intervention to make 

them more functionally.   

 

Besides project activities, the programme related activities carried out during 

this period included:   

Church and Community Mobilization Process (CCMP) training/envisioning.  

CCMP envisioning/training was carried out in the both Dioceses of Kinkiizi and 

North Kigezi.   

In Kinkiizi CCMP envisioning was carried out in St Peter’s Cathedral- 

Nyakatare and Kayonza Archdeaconry on 14th and 15th November, 2017 

respectively.  The participants involved were Archdeaconry leaders.   

In North Kigezi, CCMP training was carried out in Buhunga Archdeaconry and 

participants were parish leaders/representatives from the Archdeaconry’s 

parishes of Murama, Kyaruyenje, Rusheshe, Murama, Rutooma and Katurika. 

This leaves to the two Archdeaconries in Kinkiizi namely St Peter’s Cathedral- 

Nyakatare and Kayonza and one Archdeaconry in North Kigezi Diocese namely 

Kakinga to receive same training next time when funds are available for such.  
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NKKD WATSAN Programme participated in a Tearfund partner’s workshop 

which took place in Arua between October 23 – November 2, 2017.  

 

There was also proposal writing of 1 Project proposal on Kyamakanda 

Secondary School Rain Water Harvesting and Sanitation improvement, to 

mention but a few. 

 

However, the programme experienced insufficient funding for both the on-going 

Buhunga GFS Project, and new projects to begin. 

 

Nevertheless, we continue to appreciate the financial support will receive from 

our Donors to keep our programme running.   
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SECTION C:  PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES 
 

Re-Construction of Kinkiizi High School Low Yield Spring and Connection 

of NWSC Water Supply at Kinkiizi High School 

 

Both the re-construction of a low yield spring and Connection of National 

Water and Sewerage Corporation (NWSC) Water supply into an existing Rain 
water harvesting tank at Kinkiizi High School successfully took place between 
October and December, 2017.   

 
Though this work was carried out under Sustainability programme, these two 
activities were part and parcel/components of the proposed:  Kinkiizi High 

School – Nyakatare Water supply and sanitation improvement project.   
Other components of the proposed Kinkiizi Project being:   

(i) One (1) 30,000 litre Ferro-cement Rainwater Harvesting tank,  
(ii) Construction of two 5 stance lined pit latrines, 
(iii) Construction of a 4 compartment - bath shelter for students,  

(iv) Construction of one 2 stance lined pit latrine with a urinal for staff 

 

1. Re-construction of Kinkiizi High School low yield spring 
Hardware activities: 

This re-construction took into consideration the following procedures: 
 
Site survey: 

This was carried out to establish the detailed characteristics of the source such 

as type, estimated flow rate and seasonal valuation, the water quality, number 

of users, potential soil conditions around the source. 

 

Spring capping: 

This involves developing the spring flow and protecting the eyes from the 

surface pollution.  The spring eyes were properly cleaned to clear all breakages 

from soil and other deposited matters and backfilled with graded 

gravel/aggregates in size of ½” a layer of paddle clay about 4” and heavy duty 

polythene paper sheet was placed on the gravel pack to protect the eyes from 

surface water. 

 

Spring tank construction 

The spring tank was constructed and finished and the following works had 

been done: 

1. Site clearance. 

2. Excavation and level to firm ground in mixed boulder mixed soils up to 

the depth of 2 metres. 

3. Excavation of strip footing 

4. Hard core filling in foundation 

5. Reinforced concrete cement for floor thickness 100mm 
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6. Plumbing works (pipes and fittings assembly) 

7. Stone masonry works in (1:3) mortar mix.  Thickness not exceeding 

300mm 

8. Plastering spring tank in two layers of 25mm (1:2) water proof sand 

cement plaster.  Total thickness is 50mm both inside and outside. 

9. Cement punning in pure cement.  Thickness not exceeding 3mm. 

10. Reinforced concrete cement (standard mix for slab using 12mm iron 

bars). 

    11. Placing a man hole concrete cover including lacking arrangements  

(600mmx600mm).   

 

Channeling the flow: 

Water from the spring eyes had been channeled to the spring tank.  Structure 

through an HDPE pipe 32mm at the length of 45 metres.   The pipe had laid on 

an even surface prospered by backfilling with soil. 

 

Construction of live fence: 

2No. of live fences were constructed: one, at catchment area, and two, around 

the spring tank to keep animals and 

people off to avoid possible compaction 

of the site and damage to the structure.  

Before fencing, the ground was leveled 

by backfilling with soil and grass planted 

on the areas to protect it from soil 

erosion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WATSAN staff, mansons  (fundis), and Kinkiizi HS staff 

and students  leaders pose for a photo in appreciation for 

the finished constructed spring 

Protected source catchment: with 2 spring eyes, and 

fenced.  It is connected to the spring tank by a 45m 

long pipeline. 
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Channeling the over flow water: 

Water from the over flow pipe had been channeled from the spring tank to the 

existing underground water storage tank.  

 

At the finishing of the spring 

construction, a supervision was carried 

out by WATSAN together with the 

school Administration.  Students were 

also invited to participate in the 

commissioning of this spring. 

Both the staff and students present 

appreciated this intervention of 

providing them with safe and clean 

water. 

 

Software activities: 

Associated software activities carried out during the construction of Kinkiizi 

High School low yield spring included the following:   

 

1.   WATSAN team School visitation  

The planned WATSAN team School visitation intended to open campaign of 

promoting hygiene and sanitation at Kinkiizi High School.  It aimed at creating 

a feel of shame and disguise in the school community which would in turn 

generate co-operation among the school community stakeholders and create an 

enabling environment for promoting hygiene and sanitation in the school and 

the community around. 

This visit targeted mainly where feaces and urine could be found which gave 

rise to bad odour to the environment.    

The visiting team included, the WATSAN Software team, the headteacher, some 

teachers and students leaders, and as they moved from one point to another in 

the school, enough time would be taken for the team to feel the smell by 

stopping for some minutes which triggered them to be disgusted and think of 

how they should do away with this smell in the school.   

The areas visited included:  School latrines, urinals, dust bins and compost 

pits, school compound, dining hall, kitchen, class rooms and staff quarters. 

 

This visit became successful as before it was ended, the cleaning had already 

started. Then, a brief feedback meeting in which the administration did accept 

the findings, promised maximum co-operation and support to the software 

team during the team’s our hygiene and sanitation campaign in the school. 

 

After finishing the spring re-construction at Kinkiizi High 

School, the NKKD WATSAN Coordinator commissioned it 

and officially allowed the beneficiaries to use it 
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2.  Community meeting 

A community meeting was held at the site where the spring was being 

constructed, and was attended by some members from the school and 

members of the school’s surrounding community.  It aimed at creating 

awareness among the members of the need for clean and safe water and 

improved hygiene and sanitation at homesteads and in the school.  It also 

intended to sensitize the project beneficiaries to make a contribution towards 

the spring construction, and to form a spring committee that would later 

oversee its proper functioning.   

It was then agreed that the beneficiary community would pay for the local 

materials required for the spring construction such as sand, hard core, 

aggregate, tree poles, and carry them to the spring construction site since the 

vehicle could not reach there. 

 

The community appreciated NKKD WATSAN Team and the funders for 

considering to support this community to get clean and safe water that would 

help them to do away with bad water related diseases such as diarrhoeal 

diseases. 

  

3.  Hygiene and sanitation education 

The Software team sensitized students and teachers on hygiene and sanitation 

improvements.  This was done through discussion, demonstration, 

brainstorming and role plays. 

 

All students from Senior one to Six with exception of a Senior four who were 

doing exams at that time were sensitized, and special sessions for prefects and 

teachers as leaders were also held to challenge them and remind them of their 

roles and responsibilities. 

In both cases, the topics covered included:  personal hygiene, roles and 

responsibilities, components of ideal home stead, waste management, safe 

water, chain water washed and related diseases. 

 

4.  General cleaning 

A School general cleaning session was held in which all the staff, students and 

school administration participated.  This aimed at putting into practice what 

had been done during school visitation, and it was also to prepare for the 

inspection, expected to be carried out by school administration and NKKD 

WATSAN Supervisors.   

 

Later after three days, school inspection on general cleanliness was carried out.  

The inspection team included:  The WATSAN supervisors including the 

Programme Coordinator, the school Administration, and the students leaders.  
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Among others, the inspection team advised on the use of mosquito nets by all 

students to avoid malaria and remaining vigilant in promoting sanitation in the 

school.   

 

2. Connection of National Water and Sewerage Corporation 

water supply 

National Water and Sewerage Corporation 

(NWSC) water supply was connected into an 

existing 30m3 Ferro-cement Rain Water 

Harvesting tank, situated at the boys’ 

dormitory.  This was done using HDPE pipe 

25mm and a G.I pipe about 6 metres away.   

The purpose for this connection was to utilize 

this tank further by using it as a water 

storage for NWSC water system so that the 

stored water can be used when there is no 

rain water catchment, that is, when it is not 

raining, or even when the NWSC water 

supply is not flowing.   

 

 

SUSTAINABILITY ACTIVITIES  

Kinkiizi High School Project 

A number of sustainability activities carried out during the 4th Quarter:  

October – December, 2017 included those done at Kinkiizi High school and 

visitation of finished WASH Projects.  At 

Kinkiizi High School, activities carried out 

included the following: A low yield protected 

spring, connection of an existent ferro-

cement rainwater harvesting tank at the 

boys’ dormitory to the National Water and 

Sewage Cooperation grid, and carrying out 

hygiene and sanitation sensitization both in 

the school and the surrounding 

community.  

These activities were completed and all 

stake holders participated fully as would 

be expected.  

Children sitting on top a risky uncovered reservoir tank at a low 

yield spring at Kinkiizi High School before it was reconstructed 

NWSC water supply connected into the existing 

RWH tank at Kinkiizi HS 
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During the construction of the spring, the community and school provided 

casual labor and food for the masons.  

This spring will serve the school community which comprises students and 

staff, and about  100 people from the schools surrounding community.  

Sensitization was carried out and students were taught the importance of 

hygiene and sanitation. Finally a sanitation 

drive was carried out in the school. There was 

general cleaning and student residential 

dormitories competed against each other 

while the school staff supervised the process 

and marks were later awarded. This 

sanitation and hygiene competition was 

recommended to remain a routine practice 

and the school administration promised to 

adopt it. 

General WATSAN projects assessment 

An assessment of WATSAN projects was done in both Rukungiri and Kanungu 

districts. This was to establish their functionality status and produce a work 

plan for intervention where need be.  

In Rukungiri, projects visited included:  Karinoni GFS, Kahama GFS, 

Karerema GFS, Nyarushanje GFS, Nyakagyeme GFS, and Ruhega Low yield 

spring and Rain Water Harvesting (RWH) and Sanitation Improvement Projects 

of Nyabitete, Burembo and Kinyasano Hill. 

All these projects had no major repair needs except Nyakagyeme GFS where 

very little water was flowing to the reservoir tank, leaving most of the tap 

stands with no water.  

In Nyarushanje, the operation and maintenance committee for Nyarushanje 

GFS repaired a pipe that had been swept by floods at the source two. They 

have also continued to meter those with private connections and this has 

significantly improved their revenue collection which they hope in turn will 

help them in improving the operation and maintenance of the scheme. 

However, they still face a challenge of low water flow in comparison to 

consumption. For example, in the areas of Ndago, Kyarukamba and Katunga 

people receive water rarely. This has also led to the decline in morale for these 

people to take care their tap-stands and as a result many of these tapstands 

were seen surrounded by bushes.  

 Students of Kinkiizi High School being sensitized on hygiene 

and sanitation by WATSAN Staff 
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Karinoni GFS:  There is now a new O&M committee for this scheme that awaits 

training.  During the visit to this scheme, it was observed that its 2 reservoir 

tanks leak at the top and would need urgent repair. 

At Kahama GFS, much of the scheme is still receiving water but the public tap 

stands are in bad sanitation and 

operational condition. Many do not have 

fences, others tap heads are broken and 

water keeps flowing. It was also reported 

that illegal private connections are on 

increase. All these can be attributed to the 

inactiveness of the scheme’s Operation and 

Maintenance (O&M) committee.  

With all these observations, there is need for urgent follow-up to devise means 

of establishing a new O&M committee. 

Nyarushanje is fairly performing well, but like other gravity flow schemes, the 

outstanding observation is that there is need to keep restructuring and training 

the operation and maintenance committees from time to time.   Funds 

allowing, it is necessary that time is taken to visit the whole project particularly 

areas like Ndago that rarely receive water and work out the solution for this 

problem. 

In Kanungu, the following projects were visited. Katebere primary school rain 

water harvest project, Nyambizi GFS, Kifunjo 

GFS Kiringa GFS, Burema rain water harvest 

project and Kyeijanga community spring. 

The Isolated case was Kifunjo GFS which has 
faced resultant problems of a disagreement 
between the Management for National Water 

Sewerage Cooperation (NWSC) in Kanungu 
district and the project’s beneficiary 
community on who should maintain this 

project hence collect water user fees. This has 

led to 
lack of water in over 22 tap stands 

because there is no agreed upon care 

taker or administrator for this scheme! 

But in areas where there is constant flow 

of water and no need for regulation, the 

community members are trying to look 

after their tap-stands. In some cases they 

A reservoir tank at Kahama GFS with no fence to 

protect it from human activity and animal intrusion 

 A roofed shelter for a tapstand to protect it from 

vandals 

School children drinking from an unwell cared for tapstand 

with bushes surrounding it and no fence at Nyambizi GFS 
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have gone on to construct roofed shelters and regulate fetching times to avoid 

damage of tapstands.   

Kiringa GFS water flow has decreased significantly as evidenced by over 5 

tapstands that do not receive water.  This can be attributed to its known low 

water yield but also there is a report by the Scheme attendant that one of the 

eyes may have lost direction into the collection chamber which may be 

evidenced by a relatively increased volume of water that flows through the 

drainage channel below the collection chamber.  This case also required follow 

up for the situation to be rectified.  

Otherwise on a general observation, the WASH Projects/schemes both in 

Rukungiri and Kanungu have similar problems related to less functional O&M 

committees.  

On the other hand, the institutions which have Rain Water Harvesting 

Improvement Projects are doing better though there is a tendency of not caring 

for the gutters and hence often there are cases of gutters surging after 

accumulating dirt and debris which eventually affect the delivery of water into 

the tanks. 

This is being addressed through sustainability programme where projects 

visited, the stake holders are often advised accordingly. 

Herewith attached is Database and recommendations for the Projects visited 

during this quarter: October-December, 2017. 

WATSAN office block verandah construction 

There was construction of a Verandah for the WATSAN Office block which had 

been non-existent.  Its absence was giving a chance to water runoff to come 

closer to the lower part of the wall of 

this building and cause damage to it.   

With financial assistance from UK 

Support group, this verandah was 

constructed and finished during this 

fourth quarterly period:  October – 

December, 2017.  As a result of this, 

the WATSAN Office block is firmly 

protected against running water and 

looks smart too. 

 

 
WATSAN Office block showing a recently constructed verandah 
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SECTION D:   OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT 

DURING THIS QUARTER 

 

D.1 CHURCH AND COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION PROCESS (CCMP) 

ENVISIONING/ TRAINING  

 

The envisioning/training for CCMP workshops carried out during this 

quarter took place in the 2 Dioceses of Kinkiizi and North Kigezi where 

NKKD WATSAN Programme operates.   

The main trainers for these workshops came from the Diocese of Kigezi 

namely:   

1. Rev. Esau Habomugisha – the Diocesan Development and Planning 

Officer/CCMP Trainer and  

2. Kiconco Grace – Staff member, Diocese of Kigezi Water and 

Sanitation Programme/CCMP Trainer.   

These 2 were joined in this training by some NKKD WATSAN Staff 

including:  Programme Coordinator, Finance Officer, one Sanitation 

Promoter, and North Kigezi Diocese Development Officer. 

 

D.1.1.  CCMP envisioning in the Diocese of Kinkiizi:    

Out of 11 Archdeaconries, 2 archdeaconries were selected for CCMP 

envisioning namely:  St Peter’s Cathedral Nyakatare and Kayonza 

Archdeaconry which were envisioned on 14th and 15th November, 2017 

respectively.   

 

This envisioning for the Diocese of Kinkiizi archdeaconries commenced on                

14th November to 15th November 2017. 

 

In each of the above 2 archdeaconries, representatives from parishes and sub-

parishes of that particular archdeaconry that participated in this envisioning 

included:   

- Cathedral Dean/ Archdeacon -   Head of laity - Father’s union leader 

- Mother’s union leader  -   Christian women organization leader 

- Development officer  -   Lay reader  -     Vicar 

-    Parish priest     -   Youth leader  

 

D.1.1.1:  CCMP envisioning at St Peter’s cathedral, Nyakatare  

St Peter’s Cathedral is made up of 3 parishes that is, Kajugangoma, Kihanda 

and Kangarame parishes.  The CCMP envisioning programme took place on 

14th November, 2017 and the total number of participants were 37. 
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D.1.1.2:   CCMP envisioning at Kayonza Archdeaconry  

Here, there are 5 parishes namely:  Buhoma, Rugando, Kyeshero, Ntungamo 

and All Saints Church Butogota- Kayonza Parishes, all together bringing 67 

representatives who participated in this workshop.   

This CCMP envisioning workshop took place on 15th November 2017 at 

Kayonza archdeaconry Parish. 

 

During this workshop, CCMP was defined as a process through which the 

church mobilizes its community to achieve its vision.  

It is about transformation through envisioning (environmental scanning) and 

identification of resources around us to bring about what we would desire to 

see in some years to come say 2 ,3 ,4 ,20 or so years. 

 

Envisioning means stirring change in people’s minds.  

Groups, individuals and churches work together towards achieving a certain 

set vision; these groups identify (discover) their resources-near and far, human 

and spiritual, physical, social and political. 

 

As part of the methodology used, during these trainings, the participants were 

divided into groups and given some guiding questions for discussion.  These 

questions intended to help participants understand the current reality of the 

church and what the church is mandated to do in reference to the bible 

teaching.  

Such questions included: 

 

1) What is the current reality of the church’s way of ministering? 

2) What is the impact of the church’s ministry on church development and 

Christians’ development? 

3) Why should the church engage in holistic ministry? 

4) What is the church’s mandate in ministry? 

 

All the above questions were discussed in different groups and finally each 

group presented its answers. 

 

In addition, a number of Bible studies are used in CCM training to include; 

Luke 4: 18-19,”the spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has chosen 

me to bring good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim liberty to 

the captives and recovery of sight to the blind; to set free the oppressed 

and announce that the time has come when the Lord will save his 

people” from this text there are certain groups of people that are talked about 

and the messages that the word of God gives to those people that is; 

▪ the poor ;( to bring good news to the poor) 

▪ the captives ;( to proclaim liberty to the captives) 
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▪ the blind ;( recovery of sight to the blind) 

▪ the oppressed ;( to set free the oppressed) 

▪ and finally announce that the time has come when the Lord will save his 

people. 

 

All the above messages to the different groups were discussed and rated to how 

they are done in church today, according to discussions with the participants; 

it was found out that the church has concentrated more on announcing the 

year of the Lord which is the last one on the list than the rest.  

It is so evident that if someone is poor and has probably slept on an empty 

stomach or even has no school fees for his children, they will not concentrate 

on such a message, this is where the church has gone wrong by concentrating 

only on the spiritual part of a human being and leaving out the physical part 

yet if the physical part is not well it affects the spiritual part as well.  

Therefore CCMP awakens the church and reminds it to be salt and light to its 

people.  

 

The main goal of CCMP is to facilitate the church to do her biblical mandate of 

being the salt and light to the world using the God given locally available 

resources. 

CCMP is an on-going process which aims at giving confidence to churches and 

communities to take on new challenges and opportunities identified in the 

community. 

CCMP is about church preaching a practical gospel. 

 

D.1.2:  CCMP training in North Kigezi Diocese  

CCMP Training in North Kigezi Diocese during this quarter was carried out for 

Buhunga Archdeaconry and it took place at Katurika Parish which is the 

Archdeaconry Centre from 22nd and 25th November, 2017. 

The participants in this training came from 6 parishes that form Buhunga 

Archdeaconry namely: Murama, Kyaruyenje, Rusheeshe, Kihanga, Mutooma 

and Katurika Parishes.   

This CCMP workshop was officially 

opened by the Bishop of North Kigezi 

Diocese, Rt Rev. Benon Magezi on 22nd 

November, 2017 at 3.00 p.m. 

 

 

Bishop Benon officially opens CCMP workshop at 

Buhunga, November 22, 2017 
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The daily attendance for 4 days (22– 25/11/2017 was as shown in the table 

below: 

Date  Male  Female  Total  

22/11/2017 43 46 89 

23/11/2017 45 53 98 

24/11/2017 37 48 95 

25/11/2017 34 51 85 

   367 

 

On average, the attendance was about 92 people. 

The training covered the following topics:   

1. Introduction to CCMP and the role of the Church in holistic development. 

2. The current reality of the church  

3. Introduction to Bible study. 

4. Vision development  

5. Roles and responsibilities of CCMP facilitators  

Introduction to CCMP and the role of the Church in holistic development 

In the introduction of this training, it was explained that CCMP uses the 

resources available to bring about holistic development.  Then, the importance 

of Church and Community Mobilization process in the community was outlined 

as below:  

(i) With CCMP as a positive drive of change, there is overall well-being of 

people experienced.   

(ii) Gives a comprehensive mind transforming functional education that 

touches every aspect of life from Bible studies to self-help. 

(iii) It positively influences behavioral change towards self-help and 

development. 

(iv) It causes improvement in one’s material assets, livelihood resilience 

and capabilities. 

(v) Increased sense of empowerment and self-worth 

(vi) Improved community relationships 

(vii) Increases hope for future. 

 

The current reality of the church  

It was noted that the Church most times 

preaches the proclamation of the acceptance 

year of the Lord (spiritual aspect), but gives little 

attention to the preaching about the physical 

needs of man.  It is rather theoretical than 

practical and thus does not preach a holistic 

gospel, and less relevant to Christians since it 

does not address their physical needs. 

CCMP workshop taking place in Buhunga Church on 23rd 

November, 2017 
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The holistic gospel considers the following aspects of life namely:  spiritual, 

health, politics, good relationship and income generation.  Luke 4:18-19 

 

Yet, people believe in the work of the Church because:   

(i) The church counsels people 

(ii) Has the word of God … the Bible which gives answer to life questions 

(iii) Has trained leaders  

(iv) Is led by the Holy spirit  

(v) Follows Jesus Christ as its founder 

 

Introduction to Bible study 

Why Bible study?   

1. The church should be rooted in the 

truth  

2. To discover the understanding and 

position of the Church in the world 

3. It has mandate to reach all people 

and cause holistic development. 

4. Has authority to impact the total 

person (physical and spiritual 

needs) 

5. The church is guided by the 

revolution of Jesus Christ 

The Bible studies done during this 

training included:  Genesis 1:25-31; 2:8-

17 and 3:1- end, and Isaiah 65:17-25. 

 

Vision development  

A vision was defined as a dream for the future. 

Bearing a vision is like to travel to where you intend to go first (in mind) before 

you actually go there i.e to plan for what you foresee.  

A vision could be at a family or church or community level.  In each case, the 

following points should be noted while propagating a vision: 

(i) The vision should be shared by the whole family/church/community. 

(ii) Should be  owned by all members  

(iii) Should have timeline 

(iv) Should aim at bringing meaningful change in the family’s /church’s / 

community’s development. 

(v) You should consider the likely profit of this vision, consider 

opportunities you have to effect this vision, weigh the challenges you 

are likely to face and work out the strategies to carry out your vision. 

 

CCMP workshop participants at Buhunga in groups doing 

Bible study 
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Roles and responsibilities of CCMP facilitators  

It is important to note that in CCMP, leadership is key.   

Roles and responsibilities of CCMP facilitators include the following: 

1. They are enablers of others in the community. 

2. Should mobilize and teach about current reality. 

3. Make a follow up on what is already done and prepare a report. 

4. Should carry out advocacy regarding the welfare of the community. 

5. Involve in planning for their community. 

6. Mobilize community meetings. 

7. Light/torch bearers of their respective communities 

8. Engage in collaboration and networking with supporting stakeholders in 

the community’s development activities. 

9. Should ignite development processes in the community.   

On the conclusion of this workshop, each parish selected facilitators for their 

respective church for CCMP training and the lists are as shown below: 

MURAMA PARISH CCMP facilitators 

1. Rev. Jackson Kanyihamba – 0773913737 

2. Mr. Tumwikirize Ephraim 

3. Mrs Evas Tumwijukye 

4. Mr. Byamukama Charles 

5. Mr. Kasingura Ivana – 0778700990 

6. Mr Karebero John 

7. Miss Akatukunda Shallon 

8. Mrs Eurene Busingye 

9. Mr Mugisha Justus 

10.Mr. Eric – Headteacher 

 

RUSHEESHE C.O.U PARISH CCMP facilitators 

1. Byamukama Jackson –  0789258872/0752558434 

2. Gumisiriza Fred  –   0786779498 

3. Behwera Denis  –  0775663701 

4. Niwagira Obutungi  -  0775498474 

5. Besiga Fred 

6. Mbibasa Bernard 

7. Rev. Johnson Byekwaso – 0776977818 

 

KYARUYENJE PARISH C.O.U CCMP facilitators 

1. Mugyenzi John 

2. Beitamu Jorilinah 

3. Muhwezi Dickens 

4. Tumushabe Costance 
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5. Rev. Kabwerere – 0774245478 

6. Turyamushangayo James – 07782027029 

7. Rev. Bajungu – 0775575662 

8. Kansiime Charles 

9. Behwera Jackson 

10. Beherwari Erieza 

 

KIHANGA C.O.U PARISH CCMP facilitators 

1. Rev. Benon Turyatemba – 0775137843 

2. Atweta Dickens    – 0751509985 

3. Twinamatsiko Yorokamu – 0789650296 

4. Joan Mugisha 

5. Adrine Tusingwire 

6. Kellen Beheireyo 

7. Kedress Kamateeka 

8. Tumwesigye Elic 

9. Fred Bagumira 

10.Fred Tumuheirwe 

     11.Dick Bikorwamukama 

     12.Caroline Nimusiima 

     13.Airet Byabonera 

     14.Ketrah Tumwesigye 

MUTOOMA PARISH CCMP FACILITATORS  

1. Rev. Besigye Benon – 0773158668/0700571493 

2. Kyakunzire Moureen 

3. Kyafundi Adonia 

4. Turinabo Gordon 

5. Turyahikayo Fred 

6. Atuhaire Evas 

 

KATURIKA PARISH CCMP FACILITATORS 

1. Kabateraine Benon  - 0774548096 

2. Turyamuhaki Joy 

3. Tumwijukye Grace 

4. Tibamwenda John 

5. Ankunda Denis 

6. Tukahirwa Miriam 

7. Betty Mugyenyi 

8. Busingye Jeniffer 

9. Makana Charles 

10. Mugabi Jeninah 

11. Kigambi Ruth 
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12. Muhwezi Meble 

13. Bamanya Miria 

14. Twijukye Amos 

15. Kwikiriza George 

16. Nuwagaba Nicolus 

17. Mary Tushemereirwe 

18. Kyarimpa Beatrace 

19. Turyamureeba Caleb 

20. Gumoshabe Sylivia 

21. Kiconco Getridah 

22. Rubagumya Annah 

23. Kyarisma Merab 

24. Ahimbisibwe Annet 

25. Rubainika Bosco 

26. Komugisha Sylivia 

27. Kamugisha Emily 

28. Turinzirwe Jeninah 

29. Kirungi William 

30. Natukunda Teddy 

31. Kamugisha Christine 

32. Ndyabagira Geresim 

33. Muhwezi Joseline 

34. Baryaijuka Jovelet 

35. Bamwine Justine 

36. Busingye Peninah 

37. Kembabazi Kellen 

38. Namara Idah 

39. Bamugamba Jolly 

40. Musiime Rauben 

41. Tumwesigye Mauren 

42. Muramuzi Allen 

43. Mugyenyi Brendah 

44. Mugisha Jovuline 

45. Kabatereine Lydia 

46. Mugyenyi Nason 

47. Rev. Can. Busingye James – 0774047636 

48. Bamanya Steven 

49. Rev. James Turyahikayo 

50. Rev. Charles Mugyenyi 

51. Lydia Kogamu – Director Compassion 

52. Compassion staff 
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D.2.  Tearfund Partner’s workshop:  October 23-November 2, 2017 

This year’s Tearfund Partners’ workshop took place at the Christus 

Centre in Arua town between October 23 - November 2, 2017.  NKKD 

WATSAN Programme was represented at this workshop by 2 staff 

namely: 1.  Revd Canon Baingana Eric Mugyenzi, the Programme 

Coordinator/Director, and 2.  Ms Akampurira Doreen, CCMP Trainer.   

Among other topics, the workshop put emphasis on the discussion of 

conservation agriculture. 

Conservation agriculture involves improvement of agronomical practices 

such as addition of manure/fertilizers, early planting, soil and water 

conservation, use of quality planting materials such as seeds and disease 

and pests control, to mention but a few. 

Relatedly, there is need to observe value chain which considers crop 

production, stores, packaging and marketing.  Banks are necessary to 

finance the value chain and can give money to farmers in bits during the 

process of crop growing and marketing.   

To increase production, there is need for a focus to move out of poverty, 

add value to the product, link markets, consider climate change 

environment issues, and farmers are called upon to be resilient. 

During the workshop participants divided amongst themselves and 

visited different places of interest including: 

Riki:    This is Church development in Mother’s Union, a group called 

Eagle which has similar activities to CCMP.  It advances spiritual growth, 

economic transformation of families, unity amongst church members 

and uses Mother’s Union as an entry point.  One of the activities carried 

out by Eagle in the recent times was construction of a local bridge at 

River Acha, Arua district.   

Rhino Refugees Settlement Camp:  This camp has recently had influx 

of refugees from South Sudan which came as a result of the Warring 

Neur and Dinka tribes. 

Obongi:  This place also promotes CCMP.  It promotes spiritual growth, 

leadership skills, income generating projects like growing of cassava and 

rearing of goats. 
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In the workshop, participants received a summary of Tearfund’s reports 

regarding the progress made in the last year against the strategic 

objectives and desired results in the developed strategy:   

1. The CCMP work:  That PAG has continued to roll out PEP across all 

its local churches.  CCMP started with the Diocese of Muhabura. 

2. The HIV work:  It developed following the start off the impact 

programme implementing by ACET. 

3. The WASH work continued largely as before and Tearfund’s 

partnership with the Diocese of Muhabura got strengthened. 

4. The advocacy work:  This was reviewed, and two major pieces of 

research carried out in some communities that work with 

Tearfund’s partner PAG in Northern and Eastern Uganda.  One, 

concerning the impact of PEP on improving service delivery from 

local government and on overall well- being and 

Two, on bridging the gap: Here, the role of local churches in 

fostering local-level social accountability and governance was 

emphasized.   

It is believed that the research findings will improve the roll-out of 

PAG’s CCM-Advocacy Programme. 

Towards the close of the workshop, workshop participants agreed 

on things to focus on in the forthcoming year as Tearfund Partners:  

1.  Resilience towards rainwater harvesting, and conservation 

agriculture   

2. Value chain financing  

3. Networking/collaboration/referrals 

4. CCM/PEP scale up 

5. HIV/AIDS Programme mainstreaming  

6. Integrate WASH with PEP/CCMP 

7. Advocacy  

8. Integrate climate change 

D.3  Proposal writing: 

One proposal writing was done on Kyamakanda Secondary School Rain 

Water Harvesting and Sanitation Improvement Project. 

 

Herewith attached is the corresponding financial report for this quarter: October– 

December, 2017 


